Introduction
In his 1948 paper [1] , Shannon defined the limits of a communication system. He proved that there exists error correcting codes which can provide arbitrarily high reliability of transmission for information rates below the channel capacity. In spite of all efforts to find such error control codes, the gap between the Shannon limit and practice was still 2dB until 1993. A major advancement in the channel coding area was introduced by Berrou et al in 1993 by the advent of turbo codes [2] . Turbo codes have shown the best Forward Error Correction (FEC) performance known up to now. Turbo codes are revolutionary in the sense that they allow reliable data transmission within a half decibel of the Shannon Limit. At first, the extraordinary performance of turbo codes encountered some doubts by the communication community. However, their performance has been verified by many researchers in a short time after the emergence of turbo codes. A massive amount of research effort has been performed to facilitate the energy efficiency of turbo codes [3] . The superior performance of turbo codes has been studied and well understood [4] . As a result, turbo codes have been incorporated into many standards used by the NASA Consultative Committee for Space Data Systems (CCSDS), Digital Video Broadcasting (DVB), both Third Generation Partnership Project (3GPP) standards for IMT-2000, and Wideband CDMA which requires throughputs from 2 Mb/s to several 100 Mb/s.
The iterative nature of turbo-decoding algorithms increases their complexity compare to conventional FEC decoding algorithms. Two iterative decoding algorithms, Soft-Output-Viterbi Algorithm (SOVA) and Maximum A posteriori Probability (MAP) Algorithm require complex decoding operations over several iteration cycles. So, for real-time implementation of turbo codes, reducing the decoder complexity while preserving biterror-rate (BER) performance is an important design consideration.
In this chapter, a modification to the Max-Log-MAP algorithm is presented. This modification is to scale the extrinsic information exchange between the constituent decoders. The remainder of this chapter is organized as follows: An overview of the turbo encoding and decoding processes, the MAP algorithm and its simplified versions the Log-MAP and Max-Log-MAP algorithms are presented in section 1. The extrinsic information scaling is introduced, simulation results are presented, and the performance of different methods to choose the best scaling factor is discussed in Section 2. Section 3 discusses trends and applications of turbo coding from the perspective of wireless applications.
Turbo Encoder
A generic structure for turbo encoding based on parallel concatenation of two Recursive Systematic Convolutional (RSC) encoders is given in Fig 1. Two identical RSC encoders produce the redundant data as parity bits. The input data stream and parity bits are combined in series to form the turbo coded word. The size of the input data word may vary from 40 bits to 5114 bits for UMTS [5] and take specified values such as 378, 570, and 20730 for CDMA2000 [6] turbo coding which are the two main standards of 3GPP and 3GPP2 respectively. The interleaver is the crucial part of turbo encoding as it shapes the weight distribution of the code in a way to produce low-weight code words. Opposite to their non-recursive counterparts, RCS encoders can only be terminated by certain terminating data sequences. The interleaver separating two RCS encoders prevents at least one of the encoders to terminate quickly. It is obvious that a data sequence terminating after a long period has a large Hamming distance and hence provides better error protection [3] . This improvement is called the interleaver gain which is one of the main reasons of the excellent performance of turbo codes [7] .
The interleaver design also affects the turbo decoder performance by reducing the degree of correlation between the soft-output of each decoder which becomes the extrinsic information to the other decoder (Decoder1 & Decoder2 in Fig 2) . As the degree of correlation between these two softinformation decreases the performance of the turbo decoder increases [8] . In a typical turbo decoding system (see Fig. 2 ), two decoders operate iteratively and pass their decisions to each other after each iteration. These decoders should produce soft-outputs to improve the decoding performance. Such a decoder is called a Soft-Input Soft-Output (SISO) decoder [9] . Each decoder operates not only on its own input but also on the other decoder's incompletely decoded output which resembles the operation principle of turbo engines. This analogy between the operation of the turbo decoder and the turbo engine gives this coding technique its name, "turbo codes" [10] .
Turbo Decoder
Turbo decoding process can be explained as follows: Encoded information sequence X k is transmitted over an Additive White Gaussian Noise (AWGN) channel, and a noisy received sequence Y k is obtained. Each decoder calculates the Log-Likelihood Ratio (LLR) for the k-th data bit d k , as
LLR can be decomposed into 3 independent terms, as
is the extrinsic information exchanged between the constituent decoders. Extrinsic information from one decoder becomes the a-priori information for the other decoder at the next decoding stage. Figure 1 represent the extrinsic information from decoder1 to decoder2 and decoder2 to decoder1 respectively. LLR computations can be performed by using one of the two main turbo decoding algorithms SOVA and MAP algorithms. The MAP algorithm seeks for the most likely data sequence whereas SOVA, which is a modified version of the Viterbi algorithm, seeks for the most likely connected path through the encoder trellis. The MAP algorithm is a more complex algorithm compared to SOVA. At high SNR, the performance of SOVA and MAP are almost the same. However, at low Signal-to-Noise Ratios (SNRs) MAP algorithm is superior to SOVA by 0.5 dB or more [9] . The following sections explain the MAP algorithm and its simplified versions Log-MAP and Max-Log-MAP algorithms.
The MAP Algorithm
The MAP algorithm is an optimal but computationally complex SISO algorithm. The Log-MAP and Max-Log-MAP algorithms are simplified versions of the MAP algorithm.
MAP algorithm calculates LLRs for each information bit as
where α is the forward state metric, β is the backward state metric, γ is the branch metric, and k S is the trellis state at trellis time k . Forward state metrics are calculated by a forward recursion from trellis time
where N is the number of information bits in one data frame. Recursive calculation of forward state metrics is performed as
Similarly, the backward state metrics are calculated by a backward recursion from trellis time k N = to,
Branch metrics are calculated for each possible trellis transition as
where
A is a constant, s k x and p k
x are the encoded systematic data bit and parity bit, and, s k y and p k y are the received noisy systematic data bit and parity bit respectively.
The Log-MAP Algorithm
To avoid complex mathematical calculations of MAP decoding, computations can be performed in the logarithmic domain. Furthermore, logarithm and exponential computations can be eliminated by the following approximation The last term in max * (.) operation can easily be calculated by using a look-up table (LUT).
So equations (3)- (6) become
where K is a constant. ln(e +e ) ax(x,y) m ≈ (12) at the expense of some performance degradation.
This simplification eliminates the need for an LUT required to find the corresponding correction factor in the * max (.) operation. The performance degradation due to this simplification is about 0.5dB compared to the Log-MAP algorithm [11] .
Extrinsic Information Scaling
The extrinsic information exchanged between the constituent decoders can be scaled to improve the performance of turbo decoding [12] [13] [14] . With this modification equation (11) for branch metric calculations can be rewritten as 
The only modification is the scaling factor d s where 1, 2 d = for decoder1 and decoder2 respectively.
Extrinsic information scaling has been proposed to compensate for the optimistic LLR calculations of SOVA [14] . A gain of 0.4 dB has been reported for a code of memory length 4 at BER of 10 -4 [14] . Scaling factor modification has also been applied and tested on the Max-Log-Map algorithm. Authors of [12] have reported 0.2-0.4dB gain over the standard algorithm for 3GPP standards. They used a constant scaling factor of 0.7. In [13] , scaling factor optimization for Max-Log-Map decoding is explained as mutual information combining which is the evolution of the information exchange between the two MAP decoders. The best scaling factors for each iteration were calculated for different SNRs by off-line computation. The performance difference between the modified Max-Log-Map and Log-Map was reported as 0.05 dB for UMTS-based turbo coding [13] . The performance improvement introduced by the scaling factor modification is explained as the correction of the accumulated bias due to maximum (max) operation in the Max-Log-Map algorithm [13] .
Simulation Results
Table .1.Scaling factors for different SNRs and iterations for decoder1(D1) and decoder2 (D2) (R=1/3, interleaver length=1024,generator polynomial (13, 15) A turbo code of rate R = 1/3, memory length 3 m = , generator polynomial (13, 15) oct is simulated to obtain the best scaling factors for different SNRs and decoding iterations. Table 1 shows the best scaling factors for iterations 1 to 6 and SNR values of 0 dB to 1.5 dB. Table 2 shows the best scaling factors after 6 iterations only for different SNRs assuming a constant scaling factor for both decoders. The performance of the modified algorithm is compared with the standard Max-Log-Map and Log-Map algorithms. Fig. 3 and 4 show the BER performances of the Log-Map, the Max-Log-Map, and the modified Max-Log-Map with scaling factor 0.7 after 6 decoding iterations for interleaver lengths 5114 and 1024 respectively. A constant scaling factor (0.7) provides approximately 0.4 dB improvement over the standard Max-Log-Map algorithm at a BER of 10 -4 . Table 3 shows BER values at E b /N o =1dB, for an interleaver length of 1024.
From the simulation results, it is observed that changing scaling factors for different SNRs/iterations or just for SNRs doesn't improve the decoding performance. As it is shown in Table 3 , BER values for 3 different methods of scaling factor modification are almost identical. Although, changing scaling factors for SNRs (and decoding iterations) provides an improvement over the standard Max-Log-Map algorithm, this improvement is observed to be equal to the improvement obtained by a constant choice of the scaling factor. The performance difference between the LogMap and the modified Max-Log-Map is around 0.1 dB as observed from simulations. 
Trends and Applications of Turbo Codes
Near Shannon-capacity performance of turbo codes have attracted many researchers to investigate the principles in which turbo coding is based on and to apply these principles for development of new codes. Turbo coding and iterative decoding principles have found practical applications just after their discovery [15] .
An important class of binary linear block code, Low-Density Parity Check (LDPC) codes [16] , or Gallager codes were originally invented in 1963 and found practical applications only after the emergence of turbo decoding principles. Turbo-like codes have been proposed to reduce the complexity of iterative turbo decoding while providing near Shannoncapacity performance [17] . Repeat Accumulate (RA) [18] , Irregular Repeat Accumulate (IRA) [19] , and Accumulate Repeat Accumulate (ARA) [20] codes are some of the recently invented turbo-like codes.
Turbo codes have been incorporated into many important wireless protocols from deep-space communications to mobile communications. They are used extensively in 3G mobile telephony standards. MediaFLO, terrestrial mobile television system from Qualcomm has integrated turbo codes as the error-correction algorithm. NASA missions such as Mars Reconnaissance Orbiter use turbo codes, as an alternative to Reed SolomonViterbi codes. The European Space Agency's first mission to the moon SMART-1, launched in September 2003, adopted turbo codes. IEEE 802.16, a wireless metropolitan network standard, also uses turbo coding. DVB-RCS, DVB-RCT, INMARSAT, EUTELSAT, and BRAN are other systems which use turbo codes as the channel coding algorithm.
Improving the coding gain obtained by channel coding enables communication systems to work at a lower power consumption and also lower cost while preserving the quality of communication. For deep space applications, 1 dB coding gain would save millions of dollars by reducing size and weight of the required antenna and equipment (like solar panels). For mobile cellular systems, power consumption of mobile handsets can be reduced and also the quality of service can be increased by increasing the possible number of users in the cell.
As turbo codes have already been adopted in important wireless communication standards like 3GPP and DVB-RCS, there are still research areas worth to investigate aiming to reduce the complexity, power dissipation and throughput of turbo decoders.
The most obvious of these is to improve the memory access of the turbo decoder. It has been shown that most of the energy in iterative decoding is consumed during memory access. Up to 70% of power saving, compared to conventional implementation, is possible by reducing the memory requirement [21] . The interleaver stage introduced at the encoder side complicates the memory addressing. New interleaver designs providing an easier memory access during iterative decoding have been proposed [15] .
Longer interleaver lengths provide better error-protection. However, the latency and complexity introduced by the interleaver prevents the use of long interleaver lengths in real-time wireless applications. In addition, a complex algorithm is used to define the interleaver addresses of the turbo code interleaver in the 3GPP standard [5] . The easiest approach is to generate the addresses for a certain frame length and save them into a ROM. The maximum block size in 3GPP UMTS is 5114 which can be addressed by 13 bits. Instead of saving all address mappings into a ROM, a better approach to find interleaver addresses is to develop an interleaver address generator which is generic for all frame lengths [22] .
Turbo codes have not only provided an excellent near Shannoncapacity performance but also they have inspired the development of new codes and rediscovery of some other high performance codes untouched for a long time, like LDPC codes. The massive research effort performed just after the invention of turbo codes and their rapid adaptation into many important communication standards show that the research and development in turbo codes and turbo-like codes will continue in the near future.
Conclusions
In this chapter, principles of turbo coding and its applications in wireless communications have been discussed. The emphasis has been given on an algorithm modification to improve the BER performance of the Max-Log-MAP algorithm which is the reduced complexity version of the Log-MAP algorithm.
